
Greetings Friends, 

This issue of the Insider highlights the amazing growth the University of Kansas 
School of Health Professions has experienced in the past five and a half years in 
the areas of education, research and faculty practice. Our tremendous success 
is due to the hard work and dedication of our outstanding faculty, staff and 
students. 

 • Thanks in large part to Jeff Radel, Ph.D., associate dean for academic   
  and  student affairs, we have been able to expand academic program   
   opportunities in several departments, increased student enrollment and   
  provided opportunities for student leadership. 

 • Research continues to be a central mission for our school. As the new   
  associate dean for research, Jacob Sosnoff, Ph.D., is uniquely positioned  
  to continue to build on the significant accomplishments of the school’s  
  research enterprise. 

 • Faculty practice and clinical work within the community, led by   
  Dave Burnett, Ph.D., associate dean for faculty practice and    
  community engagement, has led to more of our faculty  
  participating in clinical work and to an increase in services for    
   the people in our community.

I am proud and appreciative of all the support our school has received. A 
heartfelt thank you goes to our board of advocates and all our donors for 
contributing their time and energy to increase opportunities available to our 
faculty and students. We are rising to the challenge to take our school to even 
loftier heights.

Abiodun Akinwuntan, Ph.D., MPH, MBA, FASAHP, FACRM
Dean, School of Health Professions
Professor, Department of Physical Therapy, Rehabilitation Science, and Athletic Training
Professor, School of Medicine, Department of Neurology
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Establishing the “Dean Team” 

Dave Burnett, Ph.D., 
associate dean for 
faculty practice 
and community 
partnership, worked 
with the school’s 
faculty practice 
committee to develop 
school’s first faculty 
practice strategic plan.

Jacob Sosnoff, Ph.D., 
associate dean for 
research, works to 
facilitate impactful 
research to improve 
the health and well-
being of the state, 
nation and world.

(Left to right) Associate deans Sosnoff, Radel, Burnett and dean Akinwuntan 

Jeff Radel

Dave Burnett

Jacob Sosnoff

In what ways has the growing 
enrollment in School of Health 
Professions programs positively 
impacted our campus community?

We are offering many opportunities for 
interprofessional education, collaboration, 
service and outreach. Our students lend 
a fresh perspective to how the faculty 
and administration think about and 
approach the learning environment

What has it been like working as the 
associate dean for academic and student 
affairs during this period of growth?

The growth of the school has propelled my 
appreciation of the processes needed for 
approval of new programs and degrees, 
onboarding of faculty, support for student 
learning and professional growth of 
faculty. Like all of us, my activities over 
the past year were complicated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the rapid pivot 
to an online learning environment. The 
willingness of our students, staff and 
faculty to be flexible in the face of so 
many changes has been amazing.

The School of Health Professions has 
also added several new degrees during 
2020–2021. What are the challenges of 
launching a new degree program?

Challenges include the availability of 
clinical sites and supervisors to support 
our students’ practical experiences, as well 
as having a sufficient number of faculty to 
provide the in-depth learning our students 
deserve. Pandemic restrictions presented 
us with additional challenges. The fieldwork 
and practicum coordinators in our programs 
met these challenges by quickly identifying 
new practicum sites and deftly navigating 
placement of students in settings with 
new restrictions and requirements. 

What advice would you give to 
students looking to enroll in a health 
professions academic program?

The most important thing is to choose 
a profession that will bring you joy and 
fulfillment. Never forget that a career in 
health professions is about more than 
yourself — it is about those around 
you and the people you serve.

Jeff Radel, Ph.D., has 
served as associate 
dean for academic 
and student affairs 
for the KU School of 
Health Professions 
since 2016. We spoke 
with Radel about the 
changes within the 
school during this 
time, including the 
school adapting to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

What are some ways the school’s faculty 
and students are getting involved in the 
community?

We are fortunate the school has established 
clinics to provide diverse health care services 
to patients in our community. These include 
the JayStart Clinic where students receive 
direct supervision from licensed clinicians 
and provide care to patients in the Kansas 
City area. The Driving and Mobility Services 
Clinic utilizes specialists’ skills and 
technology to evaluate and provide 
rehabilitation for differed modes of mobility. 
Our Hearing and Speech Clinic
incorporates doctoral-level students to 
address a wide range of impairments of  
all ages. 

Further, students in most of the school’s 
programs enroll in coursework allowing 
them to train and hone their skills under 
the supervision of faculty engaged in clinical 
practice at The University of Kansas Health 
System, the local community and in  
rural Kansas.

How does faculty practice and community 
engagement relate to the school’s mission? 

Clinical opportunities for faculty and 
students are the backbone of the school’s 
mission. Our faculty practice clinical sites 
and service partnerships double as a real-life 
learning lab for students. Also, some of 
these sites and service partnerships foster a 
collaboration between patients, faculty and 
students that supports the discovery of best 
practices for patient care. Collectively, our 
faculty practice and community 
partnerships help serve the school’s 
academic, research and service missions.
 
Is it common for academic centers to 
incorporate clinical practice? 

It is not uncommon, but what makes our 
program unique is we can provide both 
urban and rural opportunities. That really 
sets us apart. Also, we have a wide range of 
knowledge and skills due to the variety of 
health professions in our school. Collectively, 
these attributes really sets us apart.

From your perspective, what makes KU 
School of Health Professions a great place 
for faculty research?

I think the collaborative nature of our 
researchers facilitates great research. The 
monthly grant-review sessions — where 
researchers across the school get together 
and constructively critique their grants 
— is just one example of the collective 
commitment to the research mission. 
Another important aspect is the mentorship 
of junior faculty. More established 
researchers and faculty go out of their way 
to help them grow as researchers.

In your mind, what makes for  
a successful researcher?

Believe it or not there is a lot of research 
going into understanding what makes a 
successful researcher. I have a firm belief 
that a good researcher knows how to 
ask the important questions and how to 
systematically answer those questions. That 
ability needs to be mixed with perseverance 
and tenacity to overcome various barriers.

What advice would you give to students 
interested in a research career in 
academia?

The first thing I try to get across is that 
there is not one correct choice, but rather 
a collection of choices — each with their 
advantages and disadvantages. If you are 
going to dedicate your professional life to 
something, why not dedicate to a career 
where you have the potential to generate 
new knowledge with the potential to make 
the world a better place? 

Where do you see the school’s research five 
years from now? 

We are poised to be one of the preeminent 
schools of health professions when it comes 
to performing innovative research to directly 
impact the health and well-being of Kansas, 
the nation and the world. I’m excited that 
the school is making strategic investments in 
people, ideas and environment to maximize 
our research productivity and growth.

When the dean of the 
School of Health Professions, 
Abiodun Akinwuntan, Ph.D., 
first came to campus in 
2016, a major priority was to 
assemble a team to help build 
the reputation of the school 
and take it into the future.

The school now has three associate 
deans with the skills and talent 
necessary to take on this task. Dave 
Burnett, Ph.D., is associate dean for 
faculty practice and community 
partnership, and Jeff Radel, Ph.D., 
is associate dean for academic and 
student affairs. The school’s most 
recent leadership hire is Jacob Sosnoff, 
Ph.D., associate dean for research. Dean 
Akinwuntan and the associate deans 
are moving forward on many initiatives 

to ensure the next five years of the 
School of Health Professions are even 
more successful than the past five. With 
this strong leadership team, the school 

can look forward to continued growth 
in student education, research and 
community engagement
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Chaise Seaholtz Timothy R. Turner

Academic Programs Expand

School Adds Innovative DPT/MBA Degree
In the fall of 2020, the school began offering a dual DPT/MBA degree program. While it adds a 
year to degree completion, it offers graduates higher quality job opportunities, a fast timeline 
for professional advancement and leadership skills development. 

New Programs Enhance School’s Impact
The school’s recent growth with new academic programs is unprecedented. A master’s degree 
program in athletic training and doctoral degrees in clinical laboratory science and clinical 
nutrition now have their first cohorts of students in class. In addition, the master’s degree in 
genetics counseling was approved by the Kansas Board of Regents in 2021.

Not surprisingly, the nine new degree and certificate programs have contributed to the school’s increase in enrollment. 
Success of the new programs is due in large part to the school’s hardworking faculty, staff, donors and other stakeholders who 
have given their steadfast support.

The program was in development for 
the last few years, thanks to former 
department chair Lisa Stehno-Bittel, 
Ph.D., PT, and Dee Steinle, director of 
the MBA and MSB programs for the 
KU School of Business. It progressed 
quickly due to the recent addition of 
the M.D./MBA program, which laid the 
groundwork for the School of Health 
Professions to move forward. 

Patricia Kluding, Ph.D., PT, chair of  
the Department of Physical Therapy, 
Rehabilitation Science and Athletic 
Training, noted there is a real need for a 
DPT/MBA option.

“Our graduates often have opportunities 
for promotion to managerial or director 
positions within five years of graduation, 
in outpatient, hospital or other settings. 
However, their training in the physical 
therapy doctoral program as clinicians 
does not provide the strong business 
background really needed for these 
positions,” Kluding said. “They have 
to learn on the job about marketing, 
accounting, managing people and 
business regulations. Some graduates 
pursued a business degree online or 
part-time, but that can be difficult while 
holding a full-time clinical position.”

One student who chose to pursue 
a dual DPT/MBA degree is Chaise 
Seaholtz, DPT, MBA, CSCS. He said his 
experience in the program has been 
very positive. 

“I had never taken any business courses 
before the program, so it felt a bit 
like trying to learn a new language 
at first. Thankfully, many other MBA 
students are in the same boat, and 
the instructors put in a lot of effort to 
make the class accessible to everyone,” 
Seaholtz said. “Learning how to ‘speak’ 
things like economics and supply-chain 

management wasn’t easy, but being 
able to work together with everyone 
made it much more manageable.”

Another graduate of the program, 
Timothy R. Turner, DPT, MBA, PT, ATC, 
said the program, while challenging, is 
worth it. 

“I would tell incoming students to have 
an open mind about everything and 
try to seek understanding from your 
professors, classmates and mentors,” 
Turner said. “Ask questions and be 
inquisitive about what is happening 
within the course material. This is 
one way that I really broadened my 
understanding of the material and 
understanding the point our professors 
were trying to explain to us.”

Turner’s second piece of advice 
would be to think about the return on 
investment this program could bring. 

“The cost is far from nothing, but there 
are avenues to receive funding without 
incurring additional student loans,” 
Turner said.

Kluding added she is impressed with 
how KU students are handling the 
rigors of the dual-degree program.

“The perspective of our DPT/MBA 
students is different from the typical 
new graduate from our DPT program,” 
she said. “For example, all the traditional 
physical therapy 2021 graduates are 
thinking about the COVID-19 pandemic 
and how it will affect their practice. 
However, our DPT/MBA students are 
also reflecting on how COVID is driving 
changes to the health care system and 
reimbursement models. These dual-
degree graduates will provide new 
telehealth opportunities and are looking 
into the need for long-term solutions to 
meet the needs of their patients.”

Eric Elsinghorst, Ph.D., MPH, MLS(ASCP),MBCM  
Chair, Department of Clinical Laboratory Sciences

A new master’s degree in genetic counseling is in the planning phases by the Department 
of Clinical Laboratory Sciences. With the expansion of genetic testing in health care, 
genetic counselors serve an important role in working with patients to interpret genetic 
tests and provide guidance and support so patients can make informed decisions about 
their health. Also, the department has begun its doctorate in clinical laboratory science 
program and welcomed its third group of students to campus this fall. Graduates of this 
program will provide important services, including consultation to health care providers, 
as well as to patients and families, on laboratory test selection and interpretation.

Debra Sullivan, Ph.D., RD
Chair, Department of Dietetics and Nutrition

The Department of Dietetics and Nutrition, under the leadership of its department chair, 
welcomed its first clinical nutrition doctoral student in the fall of 2020. Educators, employers 
and practitioners recognize the competitive advantage this advanced degree offers to elevate 
graduates as experts in dietetics and nutrition with opportunities for advanced employment 
positions. With minimal promotion, this program has seen applicants from across the country 
and around the world. At the time of its formation in 2020, KU’s doctoral degree in clinical 
nutrition was just the third in the nation. It remains the only one of its kind in the central  
United States.
 

LesLee Taylor, Ph.D., LAT, ATC
Vice-Chair, Department of Physical Therapy, Rehabilitation Science and Athletic Training

The new master’s degree in athletic training welcomed its first class in the summer of 
2021. This traditional lockstep program spans six semesters and combines didactic, 
laboratory and clinical experiences on the KU Medical Center campus. The program 
combines local clinical opportunities with classes and immersive opportunities where 
students experience the full-time, day-to-day roles of an athletic trainer in various 
settings. Approximately 25 weeks of immersive experience are embedded into the 
program and may be completed locally or in other locations across the country.

LesLee Taylor

Eric Elsinghorst

Debra Sullivan
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STEADY GROWTH IN STUDENT ENROLLMENT 2016–2020

NEW PROGRAMS ADDED SINCE 2016

EIGHT NEW DEGREE PROGRAMS ADDED

 • Bachelor of Science in Respiratory Care

     Degree-advancement program for military service  
     members, Fort Sam Houston

   		Dual-degree program for students in community  
     college respiratory therapy programs

 • Doctor of Clinical Laboratory Science 

 • Doctor of Clinical Nutrition 

 • Doctor of Occupational Therapy (entry-level)

 • Master of Science in Athletics Training

 • Master of Science in Genetic Counseling 
  approved by the Kansas Board of Regents

 • Minor in Healthcare Information Management 

THREE NEW COMBINED DEGREE PROGRAMS 

 • Doctor of Occupational Therapy +  
  Master of Business Administration

 • Doctor of Physical Therapy +  
  Master of Business Administration

 • Doctor of Physical Therapy + 
  Master of Health Science Administration

Fall 
2015

Fall 
2016

Fall 
2017

Fall 
2018

Fall 
2019

Fall 
2020

% Change in 
3-Year 

Average*
Diagnostic Imaging  

Certificate Programs 15 22 20 17 17 21 -6.8%

Undergraduate  
Programs 158 120 137 160 158 136 +8.9%

Graduate Programs 452 513 529 535 546 574 +4.9%

Total Enrollment 625 655 686 712 721 731 +5.4%

*The percentage change between the 3-year enrollment averages for fall 2016–18 and fall 2018–2020.

Official Enrollment from Fall 2016 to Fall 2020

Our Goal: 
Increase annual NIH funding of $0.3M  
in 2016 to $4.5M by 2020. 

Our Result: 
We exceeded our goal of increasing 
annual NIH funding from $0.3M in 2016 
to $4.6M in 2020.”

7

Year Grants
 Awarded Direct Indirect Total 

Grants
Annual 

Funding

2016 12 $1M $0.4M $1.4M $0.3M

2017 11 $4.1M $1.2M $5.3M $1.1M

2018 15 $12.5M $4.9M $17.4M $3.5M

2019 17 $15.5M $6.3M $21.8M $4.4M

2020 18 $16.4M $6.7M $23.1M $4.6M

Academic Programs Expand

Academic Growth by the Numbers

Research in the School

Research Growth as a Core Mission

EXTERNAL FUNDING GROWTH 2016-2020

The KU School of Health 
Professions continues to 
make great strides in a wide 
variety of research endeavors.

Over the last five and a half years, 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
funding has increased from $1.4 
million in 2016 to 23.1 million in 
2020. In addition, the School of 
Health Professions ranking in NIH 
funding improved from 21st in 
2016 to 15th in 2020 among public 
and private health professions 
institutions in the United States.

That level of growth was not by 
accident. During that time period, new 
initiatives were established and had 
the support of not only the School of 
Health Professions faculty and staff 
but were enthusiastically backed by 

KU Medical Center’s leadership and 
outside stakeholders. This collaborative 
effort will only continue to benefit the 
research mission within the School of 
Health Professions. 

The school’s innovative research has 
real-world impact on a diverse array 
of areas including Alzheimer’s disease, 
language development, prenatal health 
and stroke rehabilitation. The School of 
Health Professions’ scientific research 
not only contributes to the professional 
goals of faculty members but also 
provides rich educational environments 
for students. 

Providing students with hands-on, 
world-class research experience 
facilitates academic achievement and 
leadership opportunities, and it further 
enhances employment opportunities. 

Accomplishing our recent success 
required bold steps: 

 • Redefined the position   
  of the associate dean for research.  

 • Increased intramural and  
  bridge funding.

 • Promoted interprofessional   
  collaborative research.

 • Increased start-up funds for   
  research faculty hires. 

 • Hired seven new research faculty. 

 • Renovated five research   
  laboratories. 

 • Promoted and funded education- 
  based research and/or scholarly  
  activity. 

Learn about the exciting research 
underway across the school on our 
website: healthprofessions.ku.edu.
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Part of the School of Health Profession’s 
mission is to deliver high-quality care to 
patients and educate future health care 
professionals for the state of Kansas 
and beyond. This is accomplished by 
establishing clinical collaborations 
to deliver innovative health care 
driven by academic health science. 
Students experience a high degree of 
patient interaction as they learn from 
faculty in a variety of academic and 
community clinical environments. The 
school’s faculty and students enjoy 
learning from patients and our clinical 
partnerships as they provide a variety 
of practice opportunities while fostering 
diversity in their experiences.

At the School of Health Professions, 
there are approximately 30 faculty 
providing specialized health care 
services at 20 or more clinical sites in 
both urban and rural communities.

Engaging the Community via Faculty Practice
Dave Burnett, Ph.D., RRT, associate dean for faculty practice and community partnership for 
the KU School of Health Professions, is leading the charge to transform clinical work for faculty 
and students in the School of Health Professions. 

Dave Burnett

Just a couple examples include hearing 
and speech services offered in our local 
urban setting and nutrition counseling 
in rural areas of Kansas.

Another feature of the school’s faculty 
practice is providing health care for 
people across their entire lifespan. Two 
occupational therapy faculty members 
provide a great example.

Lisa Mische Lawson, Ph.D., directs an
innovative swim program for
children with autism spectrum
disorders in partnership with local
parks and recreation agencies while
skilled care of patients with
Parkinson’s disease is provided by
Kelli Reiling, OTD, OTR/L.

These clinical services are but a few
examples of the health care expertise
the School of Health Professions

faculty provide to our communities.
Currently, the school provides
improved access to care for many
underserved and uninsured patients
in our local community.

One such service is made possible
through the Student Teaching and
Rehabilitation Training (JaySTART)
Clinic. The clinic’s interdisciplinary
model brings together faculty and 
students in physical therapy,
occupational therapy and speech
language pathology.

Our capacity to further support 
uninsured clients rests upon sustainable
faculty practice and community
partnerships as well as a private “pay-
what-you-want” model for health care 
services. With continued support from 
our community, this novel health care 
approach can be made possible by 
means of a planned expansion of the 
clinic. This has the potential to allow 
faculty and students to expand its 
reach to more people locally and even 
to rural Kansas via more in-person visits 
and telehealth capabilities.

Working together with our community 
partners will help all of us to establish 
an innovative clinical practice  
environment that thrives from the 
synergy of clinical practice, education, 
research and service. This unique 
opportunity will help our talented 
faculty and students improve the  
lives of people in Kansas communities 
and beyond.

Diversity and International Experiences Award 
promotes diversity and global cultural learning 
experiences. It supports first-generation college 
students from minority groups as well as those offered 
an international educational trip but without sufficient 
means to afford the out-of-pocket expenses.  
  

S C H O O L  O F  H E A LT H  P R O F E S S I O N S  S C H O L A R S H I P S 

BY THE NUMBERS

Dean’s Scholarship meritoriously awards full-time
students within the school who demonstrate
excellence in scholastic accomplishment,
professional leadership and commitment to
community service as evidenced by
achievements while in their program of study.

In 2017, 
117 students received awards, 
averaging $2,460.00 each, for a total 
of $288,600.00 distributed.

In 2018, 
117 students received awards, 
averaging $2,339.00 each, for a total of 
$273,700.00 distributed.

In 2019,
110 students received awards, 
averaging $4,400.00 each, for a total 
of $286,400.00 distributed.

In 2020,
119 students received awards, 
averaging $2,285.00 each, for a 
total of $272,200.00 distributed.

In 2021,
120 students received awards, 
averaging $2,425.00 each, for a 
total of $291,000.00 distributed.

Enhancing Faculty Practice

Scan this with your 
phone to visit our 
website and see 
the many faculty 
practice and 
community 
partnerships
currently underway.

New Scholarships Created for School of Health Professions Students
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Students and Staff

Students as Leaders in the School of Health Professions
All students enrolled in the KU School of Health Professions have the opportunity participate 
in the school’s student senate. The mission of the student senate is to empower students to 
discover and achieve their career goals by creating an inclusive and collaborative environment 
for success. In addition to developing leadership skills, student senators make major 
contributions to the school. In the last academic year, while fully remote, the student senate 
was able to provide support to the Mrs. Mani scholarship fund and THRIVE (the campus food 
pantry). 

Two current School of Health Professions students who are officers in the student senate talk 
about their experiences.

Elizabeth Torres

Chris Gordon

Recognizing the School of Health Professions Staff
The KU School of Health Professions has experienced a period of enormous growth in 
education, research and faculty practice. This would not be possible without the skills, hard 
work, commitment and guidance of our school’s staff.

Staff positions in the School of Health 
Professions are not “one size fits all.” 
Much like academic departments, each 
staff role is unique and constantly 
evolving. Additionally, the number 
of staff varies considerably in each 
department. In the larger graduate-level 
programs, staff may specialize in an 
area such as admissions or fieldwork 
coordination whereas the smaller 
undergraduate departments employ 
just one staff person who must do a 
little of everything.

A Staff Assembly is Born

In fall 2017, the School of Health 
Professions staff rallied together to 
create a school-wide staff assembly. 
Not only was this a first for the school, it 
was the first-ever assembly established 
specifically for administrative staff on 
the KU Medical Center campus.

Every full-time administrative staff 
position is a member of staff assembly, 
and the assembly includes a steering 
committee which organizes meetings 
and events, helps address staff 
concerns and provides updates to  
Dean Abiodun Akinwuntan.

Among the most notable initiatives 
advanced by staff assembly was 
securing funding from the school for 
professional development. This allowed 
staff interested in gaining additional 
skills to attend a certificate program 
offered by KU Edwards Campus and 
bring that new knowledge back to help 
in their jobs within their department.

The group has also organized volunteer 
experiences both on campus and 
outside KU Medical Center.

New Awards Honor Staff

The school has also developed two 
new awards dedicated to recognize 
its outstanding staff. The staff awards 
are voted on by faculty and peers. The 
Rising Star Award and the Above and 
Beyond award are both presented at 
the annual holiday luncheon, which 
provides a wonderful opportunity for 
staff to be recognized by the school.

In addition to these new staff awards, 
Lou Loescher-Junge, former assistant 
dean for administration, established an 
award in 2016 to honor her retirement 
and longtime service to the school. It 
recognizes a faculty or staff member for 
consistently demonstrating the ability to 
serve, inspire and lead efforts positively 
impacting the school, university, and 
community.

To date, five individuals have been 
honored with this award.

Elizabeth Torres
Doctor of Occupational Therapy
Class of 2022

There are numerous benefits to 
participating in student senate. It 
is an opportunity for professional 
development and to gain experience in 
leadership roles.

In addition, networking and interacting 
with students in programs across the 
school aligns with the interprofessional 
collaboration expected of today’s health 

care workforce. Importantly, senate also 
provides students a voice to contribute 
input on decisions, policies and events 
directly impacting them.

As a team, I feel our greatest 
achievement is establishing the 
foundation for the senate to be effective 
and longstanding. We accomplished  
this through extensive revision of our 
bylaws, the addition of a new 
communications officer role, increased 
outreach activities and expanded 
student senate membership.

Chris Gordon
Doctor of Nurse Anesthesia Practice 
Class of 2022

Learning to build meaningful 
connections to impact change within 
a large institution is a crucial skill that 
I was able to refine during my time as 
finance officer in the student senate.

I was also able to develop policy and 
provide feedback on issues that matter 
to students in our school. Gaining 

expertise in these areas will be critical 
to advancing my educational ambitions 
as well as furthering my professional 
aspirations as a future nurse anesthetist. 

Specifically, health care facilities 
need input from stakeholders to run 
effectively, and I now have a foundation 
to contribute to progress in the future.
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Reflections on Five and a Half Years  
of Progress

KU School of Health Professions associate deans lead 
the mission and vision of the school. 

New academic programs established.

Student Senate takes the lead.

PLUS:  

A look at growth in enrollment in the KU School  
of Health professions.

Support the KU School of 
Health Professions TODAY!
Your gift to the School of Health Professions 
supports the school’s mission of developing 
tomorrow’s leaders through exemplary education, 
research and service. Your partnership helps the 
school prepare students for rewarding careers in 
more than 25 health care fields essential to 
patient care and research.

Every gift  
makes a difference.

Visit healthprofessions.ku.edu
or scan this with your phone to 
make your donation online.

theinsider, a newsletter from the University of Kansas School of Health Professions, 
is published semi-annually.

To subscribe to the printed edition or to request additional copies, please contact us 
at 913-588-5235 (711 TTY) or healthprofessions@kumc.edu.


